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Chelsea Clocks - Offered by John Crabtree, Watchmaker

You can spend more for a clock but you cannot buy a better one. Simply put, 
Chelsea is the benchmark by which other timepieces are judged. Starting with 
fine brass, these clocks are sculpted from forged metal, finished perfectly by 
hand, fitted to hand-made solid mahogany bases and are then fitted with 
precision, hand-made and hand-adjusted movements. A Chelsea Clock is more 
than a purchase. It is an investment which can be enjoyed for a lifetime.

I believe that when a person wishes to buy a luxury product, he or she should 
be treated accordingly. While I can offer a number of time-saving methods of 
purchasing a Chelsea Clock, I am here to be of service to you . I am here to 
answer your questions and help you select the clock which is just right for you. 
We can customize your clock with an engraved plate or we can design custom 
engraving for the top of the clock or even the dial to make your clock a true 
one of a kind. I will work with you through your decision process and I will be 
here after the sale to answer any questions or to service your fine clock years 
down the road. Call me at 480-947-9003 to discuss anything about Chelsea 
Clocks. I will always be glad to speak with you.         -john crabtree

Chelsea Clocks are among the 
finest timekeeping instruments 
made in the world. I am pleased to 
have been associated with the 
Chelsea Clock Company since 
1976 and to offer you these 
beautiful instruments at a 
significant savings and with first 
class customer service. These 
instruments are designed to last 
generations and to defy the time 
which passes on their dials. 
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